
 
 

Bunzl Catering Market overview – 25/06/2021 

 

The global pandemic has had a significant impact on us all. The actions taken to minimise the risk to our 

health, have subsequently impacted many areas of our day to day lives. The effects of this continue to 

be felt in every element of the supply chain. Raw material supply, manufacturing and product 

distribution have all been impacted to varying degrees. This has coincided as we adapt to changes and 

consequences of Brexit. The lockdowns in the UK had a particular impact on the hospitality businesses, 

employees and people associated with this market. As a result, the challenges are accentuated.  

 

Bunzl Overview  

  

• The shortage of sea containers continues to provide challenges in importing goods. Lead times have 

increased, and freight costs are now at more than 10 times the average cost of 2019. We continue to 

monitor and manage this situation, and are working to minimise any impact on our customers 

• The UK is facing a shortage of people in terms of labour resource in many areas. As a business, our 

people are a key part of our strategic focus and we work hard to ensure we are an attractive 

workplace for new and existing colleagues. This is reflected in our retention metrics, employee 

feedback and long service levels not only within our driver community but across the organisation.  

• There are many challenges in the supply of goods due to manufacturers experiencing challenges in 

their supply chain. Despite this, Bunzl are currently managing to maintain a high level of service to 

our customer base and provide support where nominated suppliers are failing to deliver to 

customer expectations. 

• There remain several areas of uncertainty, including decisions that the Governments of the UK will 

make as we move to the next phase of recovery. We continue to monitor this closely and adjust as 

appropriate 

• Bunzl supported all employees during periods of furlough, paid employees in full and repaid monies 

from Government funded schemes. This allowed our business to retain a motivated team in 

preparation for the reopening of the hospitality industry. 

 

Attract & retain  

 

• Our Bunzl Driver Academy facilitates colleagues to take part in training to become professional 

delivery drivers with the opportunity to progress through to ultimately become a class 1 driver. 

• As a business, our people are a key part of our strategic focus, and we work hard to ensure we are 

an attractive workplace. This is reflected in our retention metric and long service levels across the 

business as a whole and particularly with driver colleagues. 

• Our policy is only to use temporary driver resource when necessary; we aim for all our drivers to be 

recruited on a permanent basis. 

• We continuously review and evolve all aspects relating to this to ensure our proposition remains 

attractive including salary and benefits to remain in line with the market rate. 

 

Contingency planning 

• We have robust long-standing relationships with chosen driver agencies, they fully understand our 

requirements and continue to provide solutions whenever challenges arise. 

• We are planning to review areas with our customers where there is potential to operate more 

effective and your account manager will discuss this in due course. 



 

Summary 

• Despite numerous market challenges, we are currently operating effectively while continuing to 

monitor, navigate and overcome the challenges within our industry and will continue to 

communicate with our customers should anything develop further.  

 
 

So how can you help? …. 

• Consider your product range and be flexible with your requirements. 

o What is vital to provide a service to your customers and what’s is a “nice to have”?  

o Do your gloves need to be blue?  

o Does your napkin really have to be Indigo/3ply?  

• If you have any large volume key requirements talk to us - let’s look at the current options. 

• Buy concentrated chemicals – less waste, less storage, longer lasting product and ensures a readily 

available supply on site of critical product ( and a saving too! ) 

• Stock hold sensibly – In these uncertain times Just In Time deliveries should not be relied upon. 

Always have at least two deliveries worth of stock of your critical lines on site. 

• Don’t panic buy – no one needs 4 month supply of toilet rolls….. 

• Work in partnership with us, help us to help you. 

 


